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are relatively increased or emphasised during
recording so allowing a corresponding de
emphasis to be arranged for in the replay amplifier
to reduce needle loss a variable pitch* recording
such that on loud passages the groove spacing is
automatically increased thereby allowing some
relaxation of the need to compress the dynamic
range and a modified bass characteristic These
measures piodueed a -worthwhile gain in record
quality but they were within two years to be
followed by a comprehensive re think on the
conventional 78 rpm shellac disc
("The word pitch above is ambiguous in the
disc recording context it can refer to tlie physical
concomitant of frequency or as here to the
number of grooves per inch of radius by analogy
to screw threads the pitch of which is the distance
between adjacent turns of the thread)
IP
This re appraisal exercise was carried out by
Goldmark of the American Columbia Company
Its object was to increase the playing time of the
disc so as to minimise the need for breaks in the
reproduction of most classical music and to
lessen one of the principal remaining limitations
of the disc recording the need to restrict the
range of loudness that could be handled—a
limitation known as compressing the dynamic
range Compare an early pre 1 p recording with
a recent version of the same work and observe
how in the earlier recording the loud passages are
Jield in check and the soft passages rendered less
so This is volume compression in action
necessary to overcome groove jumping on the
foitissimi and to ride the signal above the surface
noise at the pianissimo end of the loudness
scale
The outcome of Goldmark s work was mtro
duced as the Microgroove recording now simply
referred to as the lp or long playing record
The immediate step towards longer playing time
is speed reduction and this was effected by
making the speed S3J rpm instead of 78 rpm a
time gain of 2 3 Speed reduction however
carries with it the penalty of shorter wave
lengths To make these more readily traceable
by the stylus the groove profile was considerably
reduced in size it called for a new standard in
stylus profiles also The stylus for the 78 rpm
disc had terminated in a spheroidal tip of radius
2 5-3 0 thousandths of an mob. The new styll
had tips of radius not more than 1 thousandth
inch A bonus of the smaller groove was that
more grooves per inch could be cut yielding a
farther useful increase in playing time which in
the event increased from about 4 minutes to
about 20 minutes for a 12 inch disc a time
improvement of 5
Shorter wavelengths even if they are made
traceable exacerbate the surface noise problem
because the desired deviations of groove become
more comparable with the undesired irregularities
stemming from the granularity of the mix So
the shellac/carbon black/filler formulae were
abandoned to be replaced by a modern synthetic
thermoplastic a co polymer of polyvmyl acetate
and polyvinyl chloride (!P24(1)) The poly
merlsed vinyls are at once smoother more
friction free and less brittle than the traditional
mixes Their use particularly if associated with
the lubricant lamp black and a non. granular
filler not only improves the wear properties but
most importantly reduces the surface noise many
times sufficiently that there could be a downward
extension of recording level on atnet parts of the
programme to the benefit of the dynamic range
Variable pitch recording and h. f pre emphasis
were perpetuated
In total these substantial changes to the
gramophone record yielded the following
improvements
increased playing time
reduced tracing distortion
increased dynamic ifinge
somewhat improved frequency range
reduced needle hiss
reduced breakage rate
It is true that l.p discs are somewhat more vul
nerable to tlie careless finger nail or the dropped
plckirp that they readily acquire an electro
 static charge which attracts dust particles and
that dust is more offensive in the microgroove
than in the standard groove But the achieve
ment of then- introduction was hardly less sigmfi
cant than the inception of electric recording
itself
As a postscript to this short account of the 1 p
disc the 45 rpm record should be mentioned
It emerged from tie Eadio Corporation of America
a year after the Columbia innovation It used a
similar fine groove and was pressed from similar
material Ita speed was technically slightly
better than that of the 1 p disc and its thickened
centre its very large bore and its 7 inch diameter
were all tailored to suit a novel automatic record
changer with a simple cheap and extremely rapid
change mechanism It offered an alternative
approach to the long play problem The record
changer has long since gone out of production
but the discs persist as a medium for short
programmes notably of the pop land
Stereo "
The possibilities of the 1 p record and modern
pick ups were further exploited during the 1950s
when more or less successful attempts were made
to diffuse the concentrated source of sound which
a single loudspeaker represents The name given
to these ventures is stereophony and the object is
to simulate the distributed source formed by a
group of musicians a stage of actors and so on
by a limited number of independent signal
channels each terminating in one or more
loudspeakers
The early history of stereophony is bound up
with the fact that typical headphones have two
earpieces each of which can supply sound signals
to its ear independently of the other Two
microphones in the positions normally occupied
by the ears two signal channels and the two ear
pieces give a very satisfactory sensation of sound
location and the system is named a bmaural
one
If however loudspeaker facilities are required
and for reasons of personal if not social con
vemence they usually are it is necessary to
generate stereophonic signals by means more
technically sophisticated This is certainly true
if the number of channels is not to be excessive
and there are good commercial reasons why the
number of channels is restricted to two
The fundamental work on the processing of
signals to yield two channel stereophony was done
by the late A D Blumlein of E MI Ltd iis
original patent being dated 1931 The fertility
and soundness of his ideas were stunted by the
limitations Of contemporary pick tips and discs
they had to wait on the development of the
magnetic tape and the 1 p disc These having
been achieved stereophonic tapes and discs
appeared from 1955 onwards Stereo discs
surviving some very ciude attempts emanating
from the "O S.A are now at then- best superb
However the stereo signals are processed in the
recording studio and there is more than one
thought on this matter what is eventually ap
plied to the two channel recording machine is a
pair of signals designated as L and K for Left and
Eight respectively These two signals separately
modulate a single groove by causing the stylus
simultaneously to cut what is in effect Tboth a
hill and dale recording and a lateral recording
The stylus is acted upon, by two transducing ele
ments at right angles so that its vibration is
partly vertical and partly lateral It would
seem simplest to make the vertical and lateral
recoidlngs carry separately the L and E signals
For a number of technical reasons this is not done
The transducers mutually at right angles are
each inclined at 4o° to the record surface so that
the grooye walls also inclined at 45° separately
receive the L and E information Keplay with
an element which is purely lateral responsive t e
a monophonic pickup therefore generates a
mixed (L + E) signal The mode Is called 45/45
recording
On replay the stereo pick up stylus performs a
similar compound vibration, and its two trans
ducers similarly at right angles resolve the
motion such that the L and It signals re appear at
the pickups two pairs of output terminals
Thereafter the L and E are amplified In identical

